
Join us at the 5th International Workshop on Gallium Oxide and Related Materials
(IWGO 2024) in late Spring 2024 in Berlin, Germany.
IWGO is the leading worldwide forum featuring the latest developments in the
emerging field of oxide-based ultrawide band gap semiconductors.
Our sponsors and exhibitors have the opportunity to engage with more than 250
researchers from top international universities and research institutions,
actively driving scientific advancement in the field.actively driving scientific advancement in the field.
As IWGO 2024 sponsor you will:
 - gain access to the latest cutting-edge research insights: stay informed
 about the latest developments in physics, material science, and
 device advancements in the field
 - join a global networking hub: connect with leaders and industry experts
 in the fields during multiple events
 - amplify your visibility: raise awareness and interest of your own activities - amplify your visibility: raise awareness and interest of your own activities
 with our engaged audience
- forge relationships: initiate new and strenghten existing collaborations
 with your key industry and academic partners.

Beyond the Conference: Berlin Awaits! Experience the 5th IWGO
in the vibrant city of Berlin, Germany. Berlin has been the stage for a host of
significant moments in world history, signaled by the city’s many UNESCO World
Heritage Sites. This ever-changing metropolis embraces modernity alongside itsHeritage Sites. This ever-changing metropolis embraces modernity alongside its
past, blending its vibrant culture and thriving scientific scene into a rich tapestry
of exploration. The venue of the conference will bring you close to what
this city is really about: a former brewery, today is not only an
industrial and architectural monument from the 19th century, but also a versatile
event location home to multicultural institutions, that has since been known
as one of Berlin’s largest alternative hubs. 
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